ABSTRACT Collaborative filtering usually suffers from limited performance due to the data sparsity problem. Transfer learning presents an unprecedented opportunity to alleviate this issue through transfer useful knowledge from an auxiliary domain to a target domain. Cluster-level rating patterns transformation models have been widely used due to the loose restriction which does not assume the source overlaps users and items with the target. However, previous researches have never investigated the relationship between the codebook scale in transfer learning and the prediction accuracy in the target domain. Moreover, all existing rating patterns sharing models fix the codebook scale without considering the data features of the source domain. In this paper, we propose a novel model, namely ACTL, to efficiently and automatically discover the appropriate codebook scale, which balances both the computational cost and prediction accuracy and best matches the size and features of the source domain for the cross-domain recommendation. The extensive experiments on real-world datasets demonstrate that our algorithms get knowledge gain from the large source domain and clearly and solidly outperform the state-of-the-art fixed scale codebook transfer learning methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With explosive growth in the volume of data to deal with as well as the available products quantity increasing rapidly, today's customers face an increasingly bewildering array of choices than ever before, whether they are visiting online, at a store, or in mobile apps. Recommender systems appear as a natural solution to overcome such an information overload, as they help users discover relevant information in large datasets. Increasingly, people are turning to recommender systems to help them find the information that is most valuable to them.
In general, commonly used techniques for recommender systems include collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, case-based reasoning, constraint satisfaction with a domain-dependent knowledge base, etc. Among various recommendation techniques, collaborative filtering, especially matrix factorization, has proven to be one of the most efficient methods, and been successfully used in many commercial recommender systems.
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Most collaborative-filtering-based recommender systems, especially the newly launched ones, have trouble with making accurate recommendations for users. This is caused by the data sparsity issue in recommender systems, where little existing rating information is available.
To alleviate the sparsity problem, one promising approach is to gather the rating data from multiple rating matrices in related domains for knowledge transfer and sharing. The purpose of cross-domain CF is to transform rating patterns from the source domain to the target domain to alleviate the sparsity problem in the target domain [12] . Codebook-based knowledge transfer (CBT) [13] is a widely used cluster-level transfer learning algorithm in cross-domain collaborative filtering. Fig. 1 shows the whole learning procedure of CBT which is a two-step-based cross-domain CF algorithm. The unrated items in the target domain X tgt in Fig. 1 are marked as ''?''. CBT algorithm is based on orthogonal non-negative matrix tri-factorization (ONMTF) clustering algorithm [14] in step 1, to provide recommendations for a sparse target domain X tgt in step 2, by sharing the latent common rating patterns knowledge in a latent space from the related dense domain X src which was referred to as a codebook as B (X src ≈ U src BV T src ). Thus, the codebook B was constructed by simultaneously clustering the users (rows) and items (columns) of X src , indicating the rating that a user belonging to a specific user cluster u src provides an item belonging to a specific item cluster v src . Then the missing values in the target domain X tgt could be learned by duplicating the rows and columns of the codebook using U tgt BV T tgt , This approximation can be achieved by the following matrix norm optimization: Since Li et al. pioneered the rating patterns sharing approach in recommender systems with their CBT algorithm. The CBT-based rating patterns transformation models have been well developed to alleviate the sparsity problem for traditional collaborative filtering approaches. The CBT inspired many other works, including the probabilistic rating-matrix generative model (RMGM) [15] and the crossdomain collaborative filtering framework, to share the static group-level rating matrix across temporal domains [16] . On the other hand, some researchers have noticed the compatibility problem across the domains. aTPL [26] tries to performs adaptation on the representations to be transferred, so that they become more compatible with the target domain.
Although cluster-level rating patterns transfer learning models effectively address the sparsity problem of the traditional CF approaches, there are still empty research on the scale of the codebook which is the medium of transfer learning and encodes cluster-level rating patterns from the source domain. All existing rating patterns transformation models empirically set the scale of codebook as 10 × 10 or 20 × 20 [13] , [18] , [19] , [24] , [25] and fix the scale for all different kinds of source domains during the whole transfer learning process. Based on these observations, in this paper, we proposed a heuristic algorithm to adaptively determine the scale of the codebook based on the shape and scale of the source domain matrix. Hence the key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We first exploit and investigate the impact of codebook scale on the prediction accuracy and time overhead of rating patterns transfer learning.
• Based on the heuristic algorithm, we present adaptive codebook transfer learning (ACTL) model to get more knowledge gain from the larger data in the source domain and make the cross-domain recommendation more accurately.
• Based on multiple real-world datasets, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our model. The results demonstrate that our model successfully balances the computational cost and prediction accuracy and clearly outperforms the fixed scale codebook baselines. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We survey several relevant studies which are applied in cross-domain recommender systems in section 2. In section 3, we demonstrate our ACTL model and provide the algorithm and implementation details. After that, we present the experiment results and analysis in section 4. We go further to improve the algorithm and show additional experiment results in section 5. We finally give the conclusions in section 6.
II. RELATED WORK A. NON-NEGATIVE MATRIX FACTORIZATION
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is a matrix decomposition algorithm that focuses on the analysis of data matrices whose elements are nonnegative. In general, NMF factorizes input nonnegative data matrix X into two nonnegative matrices:
is the set of all m-by-n matrices whose elements are nonnegative), each column of X is a sample vector. NMF aims to find two negative matrices U ∈ R n×k + and V ∈ R m×k + whose product can well approximate the original matrix X . The cost function of the approximation is defined in Eq. (2)
In reality, we have k m and k n. Thus, NMF essentially tries to find a compressed approximation of the original data matrix. We can view this approximation column by column as
where each column X * j is approximated by a linear combination of the 1, . . . , k columns of U , each column U * r is weighted by the corresponding items v ik in V . Therefore, U can be viewed as containing a basis that is optimized for the linear approximation of the data in X . Since relatively few basis vectors are used to represent many data vectors. a good approximation can only be achieved if the basis vectors discovers latent factors in the data [1] . The non-negative constraints on U and V only allow additive combinations among different bases. This is the most significant difference between NMF and the other matrix factorization methods, e.g., SVD. NMF can learn parts-based representation of the data and significantly improves interpretability than SVD. The advantages of this parts-based representation have been observed in many real-world problems such as sound analysis [2] , face recognition [3] , image annotation [4] , visual tracking [5] , document clustering [6] , cancer clustering [7] and DNA gene expression analysis [8] .
B. CANOPY CLUSTERING
McCallum et al. [9] first present Canopy as an unsupervised clustering algorithm which allows a point belongs to more than one canopies. The input of Canopy algorithm is two distance values T1 and T2. Fig. 2 shows the four kinds of points for a Canopy A which are classified according to distance to the Canopy center.
The goal of Canopy algorithm is to find all Canopy centers in the dataset during an iteration process. Multiple canopies possible composition is shown in Fig. 3 . The number of Canopies in the dataset is only related to the value of T2. Canopy is often used as pre-clustering step which roughly partition the dataset for the Hierarchical clustering algorithm or estimate the approximate value of K for the K-means algorithm [10] , [11] . Even though the Canopy algorithm doesn't need to preset the number of clusters, however, we do need to set some other parameters like T1 and T2. T1 and T2 should be decided by cross validation which is not easy for an unfamiliar domain. The situation gets even worse when we don't know if the values of T1 and T2 are appropriate unless we conduct the whole codebook learning process. Our heuristic algorithm doesn't not need to preset any distance values, so our algorithm requires fewer parameters than Canopy. Therefor our algorithm doesn't need cross validation, and can be integrated in the process of codebook construction even further.
C. TRANSFER LEARNING
Tran et al. [26] proposed aTPL to try to maximize profile log-likelihood to make representation more compatible with the target domain. More works that are based on the ratingpattern sharing approach are the CLFM model [17] which shares combined cluster level matrices of the patterns from each domain individually, combined with the patterns that are shared with all of the domains. The TALMUD model [18] is also based on the rating patterns sharing approach which transfer rating patterns from multiple source domains to the target domain. Grolman et al. [19] proposed to utilize transfer learning algorithm for in-domain usage to reduces the need to obtain information from additional domains, while achieving stronger single domain results than other state-of-the-art CF methods. Li et al. [20] proposed a unified framework for cross-domain CF over the site-time coordinate system by sharing group-level rating patterns and imposing user/item dependence across domains. Fang et al. [21] proposed to exploit the rating patterns across multiple domains by transferring the tag co-occurrence matrix information. Chen et al. [22] proposed a criterion based on empirical prediction error and its variance to better capture the consistency across domains in CF settings. Zhao et al. [23] proposed to use an active learning principle to construct entity correspondences across systems.
III. METHODOLOGY
ACTL contains two stages which is shown in Fig. 4 . The first stage learns cluster-level rating patterns from the source domain and the second stage implements rating patterns transformation in the target domain. The first stage contains three steps: orthogonal non-negative matrix tri-factorization (ONMTF) clustering [14] , adaptive scale discovery and codebook construction. In the second stage, ACTL uses codebooks from multiple source domains to approximate and reconstruct the target matrix. 
A. ONMTF CLUSTERING
ONMTF is a tri-factorizations algorithm to co-clusters both rows and columns of the matrix which has been proved as equivalent to the two-way K-means clustering algorithm. Eq. (4) is the cost function of ONMTF.
where Fig. 5 shows function of the ONMTF algorithm by which to apply two-way clustering process for the source matrix X src . In Fig. 5 , the X src in the lower left a middle right represent the same source domain matrix.
Matrix factorization algorithms are often used to find the latent rating factors for certain domains. In Eq. (4), the U m×k src represents the rating patterns of m users to k clusterlevel user latent rating factors. Similarly, V m×l src represents the rating patterns of n items to l cluster-level item latent rating factors. The major differences between NMF in Eq. (2) and NMTF in Eq. (4) is that in NMF, the users and items have the same latent rating factors k, but NMTF allows users and items have different latent rating factors k and l. S k×l contains the correlations between k user latent rating factors and l items latent rating factors. The codebook B is constructed based on the results of ONMTF and will have the same scale as matrix S in Eq. (4). Just like the K value for K-means clustering algorithm, the scale of S (k and l) is the input parameter of ONMTF and will be fixed during the optimization iterations. In the previous transfer learn models, the scale of matrix is set casually as 10 × 10 or 20 × 20 [13] , [18] , [19] , [24] , [25] regardless of the size and shape of the source domain X src and assume that scale is appropriate for X src . However, This assumption does not hold in many circumstances for example, we have three different rating matrix X 100×100 src , X 400×400 src and X 400×100 src of the same source domain for transfer learning, if 20 × 20 is the appropriate codebook scale for X 100×100 src , the X 400×400 src will very likely to have a larger appropriate codebook scale. X 400×100 src has the different number of rows and columns, which is very common in the real world such as an e-commerce website sells only a few items to far more users, is probably unsuitable to set row clusters number k equal to column clusters number l in B k×l .
B. CODEBOOK SCALE IMPACT ON TRANSFER LEARNING
We demonstrate the effect of different scale of codebook by tgt . Fig. 6 shows the rating patterns learning stage of the source domain in which we construct two scales of the codebook B 2×2 and B 3×3 from X 6×6 src . In the rating pattern transformation stage, Eq. (1) shows that the approximation step is also a matrix tri-factorizations by which we decompose the target matrix X tgt into three matrixes U tgt , B and V tgt . B is the codebook which we learn from the source domain in Fig. 6 , therefore, we learn the U tgt and V tgt based on the existing X tgt and B in the approximation step in Eq. (1). Each row of U tgt and V tgt can have only one entry. Thus the U tgt marks the user cluster relationship according to the rows of X tgt and B. Similarly, V tgt marks the item cluster relationship according to the columns of X tgt and B. In essence, the target matrix approximation in Eq. (1) is simultaneously clustering rows and columns of X tgt and then, output the rows and columns marks into U tgt and V tgt based on the codebook B which is the user-item cluster-level rating patterns of the source domain. by B 2×2 which we learn in Fig. 6 from the source X 6×6 src . Fig. 7 shows that learning U tgt is the process of choosing user cluster k 1 or k 2 for user p 1 , · · · , p 6 in the target domain X 6×6 tgt . In this way, U tgt B presents the rating pattern of users p 1 , · · · , p 6 to the item clusters k 1 and k. Similarly, learning V tgt is the process of choosing l 1 and l 2 for items q 1 , · · · , q 6 in X 6×6 tgt . After that, the U tgt BV T tgt is the result of target matrix approximation. Notice that the U tgt BV T tgt only contains ratings 2 and 3 which is the same as the codebook B 2×2 . From Fig. 7 , we can have several conclusions:
• U tgt B is the process of copying rows of codebook B 2×2 k * according to the user clusters of p 1 to p 6 which is determined by U tgt .
• U tgt BV T tgt is the process of copying columns of U tgt B * l according to the item clusters of q 1 to q 6 which is determined by V tgt .
• The result of the target matrix approximation step is U tgt BV T tgt which can only reproduce ratings that are contained by codebook B. Fig. 8 (a) shows the same X 6×6 tgt approximation step by B 3×3 . Fig. 8 (b) Fig. 8 (b) . We can easily recognize that the approximation by 3 × 3 scale codebook U tgt B 3×3 V T tgt is much more accurate than the approximation by 2 × 2 scale codebook U tgt B 2×2 V T tgt . Therefore, by exploiting the impact of codebook scale on transfer learning, we know that appropriately enlarge the codebook scale may help us to get the better prediction accuracy in the target. Fig. 9 shows the final target matrix reconstruction process and the predicted ratings are marked by grey. 
C. ADAPTIVE SCALE DISCOVERY
Although theoretically, larger codebook can lead to better target domain approximation, we also need to consider the time overhead in both the rating patterns learnings stage and the knowledge transformation stage in Fig. 4 . Fig. 10 shows that both the time cost of step one and step two are proportional to the codebook scale in CBT method. Especially in the Fig. 10 (a) , we can clearly identify a turning point near the 35 × 35 codebook scale which might be the appropriate scale for the 400 × 400 source domain we use. However, this verification procedure is extremely expensive in the time cost. Li et al. [13] suggested that on the one side, too large scale of codebook may comprise redundant information and more computational cost is incurred during the codebook construction and transfer. On the other side, having too small codebook scale will make it insufficient to encode the user/item data and cause the algorithm to miss much useful information. Therefore, a suitable scale of the codebook should be not only expressive enough to compress most information in the data but also compact enough for computational efficiency. Our goal is that ACTL can obtain better prediction accuracy when the size of the source domain is enlarged and the overall time expenditure is linearly related to the amount data in the source domain.
Canopy algorithm is usually used as a pre-processing step to roughly estimate the value of K for K-means clustering algorithm. But for high-dimensional dataset, it is difficult to determine the value of T2 without domain specific knowledge. Furthermore, we also find that we must face this difficult and time-consuming task every time the source matrix size changes. Due to that the ONMTF algorithm starts from a random starting point and converges to the local minimum, transfer learning models generally random restart hill climbing (RRHC) multiple times and picking out the codebook with the largest standard deviation (STD) in the end of iterations. We propose an adaptive scale discovery algorithm to VOLUME 7, 2019 adjust the values of k and l iteratively during the multiple times in RRHC in the rating pattern learning stage in Fig. 4 .
ONMTF algorithm extracts rating pattern from the source domains in the process of transfer learning. The columns of U src in Eq. (4) represents the user latent rating factors. The lines of U src represents the relationship between users and item rating factors. The higher values of [U src ] ij means that the item rating factor j have more impact on user i. If we set inappropriate scale of S in Eq. (4), for example we have too large number of rows for S, then ONMTF algorithm will learn a lot of redundant item rating factors in the source domain. Redundant factors usually come from outliers or noise in the source which are useless for transfer learning and increase computational cost as well. Thus, we propose a heuristically rating factors selection algorithm that work on the result of ONMTF. We select the important latent rating factors for users and discard trivial ones. When the scale of the matrix S is inappropriate for X src , our algorithm summarizes the important latent rating factors for users and items during the iteration and adjust the scale of factors matrix iteratively by which to find the appropriate codebook scale for the source domain X src . The summarization and adjustment can be achieved in the different manners. We can first mark the top n important user latent rating factors for each user and then, sum up all these marks. If the summarization of any item rating factor is lower than a certain threshold, we discard that factor in the next iteration. In our implementation in this paper, we choose to mark the most important rating factor for each user and item separately and adjust the codebook scale only if the factor is not the major rating factor for any users or items in X src .
We first select the most important latent rating factors for each user in U src :
where K ∈ R m×k and K ik = 1 ifk is the most important latent rating factors for user i. We thinkk is the major rating factor for ratings of user i and j ∈ {1, . . . , k} /k are support rating factors for user i. Then we add all rows of K into an identify vector x:
where the value of x j records the number of users who have j as their most important rating latent rating factor. If vector x contains 0 values, then it means that some latent rating factors in the columns of U m×k src appear just as the support factors for all users. We consider the 0 value in vector x as a signal that indicates inappropriate scale of U src and should reduce the value of k. Similarly, we can get L matrix to mark the major factors for all items from V : ONMTF iteratively updating algorithm using Eqs. (28-30) in [14] and obtain U src , S, V src .
4:
K ← 0 and L ← 0.
5:
K ik ← 1 fork = argU ij .
6:
K ij ← 0 for j ∈ {1, . . . , k} /k.
7:
L ij ← 0 forj ∈ {1, . . . , l} /l. where L ∈ R n×l and L il = 1 ifl is the most important latent rating factors for item j. Then we add all rows of L to form an identify vector y:
where the value of y j records the number of items that have j as their most important latent rating factor. 0 values in vector y means the inappropriate scale of V src and then, we reduce the value of l. In this way, we can start rating patterns learning stage with relatively large values of k and l and then, shrink the scale of S during the iteration in RRHC. Finally, all latent rating factors in U src and V src will appear as the major factor for at least one user or item. In this way, we get the appropriate codebook scale iteratively without adding an extra pre-clustering step.
D. ALGORITHM
Algorithm 1 is the whole learning process of the rating patterns learning stage.
T is the number of RRHC. We first use ONMTF to decompose source matrix X m×n src into U src , V src and S (line 3), Then, we learn the mark matrixes K and L (line 5-10). We reduce the k by 1 whenever we find that the x vector contains 0 values (line 11-13). In the same way, we reduce the l value 19544 VOLUME 7, 2019 by 1 whenever we find that the y vector contains 0 values (line [14] [15] [16] . If the k or l is changed during the adaptive scale discovery step, we then re-execute ONMTF clustering algorithm based on the new k and l (line [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . If both k and l are not modified, we then construct codebook based on the adjusted scale (line 20). In practice, we find that the algorithm 1 is not convergent fast enough because algorithm 1 can reduce k and l by T at most. Therefore, we improve the algorithm 1 by replacing line 11 to line 19 with:
11: z ← Calculate the number of 0s in x. 12: k t+1 ← k t − z. 13: t ← Calculate the number of 0s in y. 14: l t+1 ← l t − t. where we reduce k and l rapidly by the number of 0s in x and y. Thus, we quickly shrink the scale of matrix especially when k and l are relatively large at the beginning of the iterations.
where W ij = 1 where X tgt ij = 0 and W ij = 0 otherwise and the • denotes Hadamard production operation. We introduce multiple source domains to solve under-fitting problem in the single source transfer learning models. Furthermore, we confine the value of relatedness coefficients λ n in Eq. (5) to overcome the overfitting problem in the multiple sources cross-domain models [18] , [24] . In the target matrix approximation step, we learn the relatedness coefficients λ n , users' cluster memberships matrixes U tgt n and items' cluster memberships matrixes V tgt n for each codebook B n . In the end, we reconstruct the target matrix in Eq. (6) .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we validate the ACTL model on the publicly available real-world datasets. We aim to validate that scaling up the codebook properly can give us knowledge gain and lead to more effective transfer learning. We focus on investigating whether the ACTL can adaptively determine the scale of codebook based on the size of the source domain and improve the prediction accuracy in the target domain with the overall acceptable time cost. We use Mean Absolute Error as the evaluation metric (MAE) where P i is the predicted rating and R i is the actual rating. Smaller MAE value indicates higher accuracy.
A. DATASETS SETUP Table 1 shows the datasets setup in the experiments where the both target datasets MovieLens and BookCrossing are extremely sparse (more than 95% sparsity) and the source datasets are relatively dense. Netflix and Jester is our source domains in transfer learning and predict the missing ratings on MovieLens and BookCrossing. By extracting relatively dense part from the huge Netflix dataset, we get 150298 ratings with 93.9% density. The Jester dataset we use is 100% dense. As for the target domain, MovieLens is 3.8% dense with 89132 ratings and Bookcrossing is 2.9% dense with 11003 ratings. All user ratings are uniformly normalized from 1 to 5. Moreover, in order not to introduce rating bias in the target matrix, the odd ratings in the original BookCrossing matrix will retain the fractional part '.5', which are produced due to division by 2 in the normalization procedure. We randomly select 80% items to train the model, remain 20% for the test in each experiment and repeat multiple times of the experiment on the target datasets.
B. EVALUATION PROTOCOL
We evaluate the algorithm performance under four different configurations of the source domains. Table 2 demonstrates that we divide two source domain datasets into four different configurations. For brevity, we use the size of Netflix to refer to the four different configurations of the source domains in the following section.
The whole experiments are repeated 20 times and we record the prediction accuracy and time overhead during all these processes. After that we compare the mean value of MAE and time cost (by seconds) between ACTL and the fixed codebook methods. We first experiment to predict miss ratings on MovieLens and draw some conclusions, and then verify the conclusions on BookCrossing 
C. PARAMETERS SETUP
The proposed model ACTL aims to adaptively discovery the appropriate codebook scale. Thus, we compare ACTL with two most common fixed 10 × 10 and 20 × 20 codebook scales in transfer learning. The parameters setup of compared methods are shown in Table 3 . The source domain matrix X src is m × n dimensions, thus we set the startup codebook scale as (m/5)×(n/5) for ACTL which will be adaptively reduced during iterations. Moreover, notice in Table 3 that ACTL needs additional more RRHC iterations (25 and 15 times) to adjust k and l into appropriate scale. The iteration counts also depends on the size of the source domains. For the fixed size codebook, we select one the largest STD in ten RRHC iterations. Instead, we choose the codebook with the largest STD in the last 10 iterations of ACTL. We also compare the fixed 20 × 20 scale codebook with different setup of RRHC times to validate the effectiveness of RRHC iterations. All the fixed codebooks employ the same rating patterns transformation stage as ACTL. Fig 11 (a) shows that the shrink-scale algorithm in ACTL model outperforms all other fixed scale codebook methods on all four different source domains' configurations. Furthermore, ACTL successfully get the knowledge gain when source domains are enlarged from 300 × 300 to 400 × 400 and have the higher prediction accuracy on the larger source domain datasets. On the contrary, the fixed 20 × 20 scale codebook shows no accuracy improvement when the source datasets are changed to 400 × 400. In addition, ACTL shows similar advantages in prediction accuracy on BookCrossing which is shown in Fig. 13 (a) . Fig. 11 (b) presents the time cost of the whole transfer learning process on MovieLens. Fig. 12 (a) and Fig. 12(b) separately demonstrates the time expenditure in rating patterns learning stage and rating patterns transformation stage. Due to the larger codebooks, the ACTL model is more time consuming in both two stages as expected in transfer learning. We notice in Fig. 12 that the ACTL time overhead of the rating patterns learning stage in Fig. 12 (a) is increasing much faster than that of the transformation stages in Fig. 12 (b) . We try to improve the shrink-scale algorithm to alleviate this problem in the next sector.
D. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In Fig. 11 (a) and Fig. 13 (a) , we can also observe that the prediction accuracy of the fixed 10 × 10 codebook scale shows significant accuracy degradation when the source domains are enlarged to X 400×400 . We can see a clearly phenomenon in Fig. 14 that rating patterns in B 10×10 which is learned from the X 100×100 src are much more diverse and richer than those from the X 400×400 src which originally considered should contain more rating knowledge because of larger scale source domain. Therefore, from Fig. 14 , we can find average tendency obviously which makes the codebook less expressive when the source domain is enlarged but the codebook scale does not change and much smaller than the proper scale. We also validate our observations by comparing the differences of STD between two B 10×10 in Table 4 . We know from the approximation analysis in Section 3 that U tgt BV T tgt can only reproduce ratings which are contained by B 10×10 , therefore, the average tendency in B 10×10 is the reason why the prediction accuracy drops significantly with the same 10 × 10 scale codebook from the larger source domains.
We can draw a conclusion from Fig. 14 and Table 4 that the larger source domains will not automatically lead to higher prediction accuracy in the target without appropriate codebook scale.
V. ALGORITHM IMPROVEMENTS
Experiment results have validated the advantage of prediction accuracy of ACTL model. In this section, we try to improve algorithm 1 to make it more efficiently in time cost.
A. REVISE CODEBOOK STARTUP SCALE
We notice in Fig. 11 that despite the time cost of ACTL is acceptable and linearly related to the amount data in the source domain, the expenditure is still relatively high especially when the source domains are enlarged to 300 × 300 and 400 × 400. Furthermore, we also find in Fig. 15 (a) that as the source domain enlarged, the span and proportion of the time expenditure on the rating patterns learning stage increases rapidly over the whole-time cost of the transfer learning. Fig. 15 (a) shows that when the sizes of the source domains are 400 × 400, the time overhead of the rating patterns learning stage occupies more than 40% of the total time overhead in ACTL. In this sector, we try to reduce the time consumption of the rating patterns learning stage on X 400×400 src and X 300×300 src and make the transfer learning more efficiently. Fig 15 (b) compare the initial and final values of k and l on four different size of the source domains. We know in Fig 15 (b) that the increase rate of k and l is obviously less than the growth rate of the size of X src which is reasonable on the real-world datasets. Therefore, the fixed m/5 and n/5 initial values for k and llooks unsuitable for X 400×400 src and X 300×300 src . We then revise the startup value of k and l for the big source domains and repeat the whole transfer learning process. Table 5 demonstrates we change the startup scale of the codebooks from (m/5) × (n/5)to (m/10) × (n/10) for X 400×400 src and X 300×300 src . Due to that we shorten the path of the convergence for the appropriate scale of the codebook, we can also reduce the times of RRHC from 25 to 15. Experiments repeat the whole ACTL process in X 400×400 src and X 300×300 src according to the changed initial scales.
B. SHRINK-EXPAND ALGORITHM
Algorithm 1 is a shrink-scale algorithm in which we start with a relatively large scale of the codebook and then, reduce it iteratively. The drawbacks of the shrink algorithm are that (1) several iterations at the beginning of the rating patterns learning stage require more time because of the relatively large initial k and l values. (2) if k or l is reduced too much in one shrink process, it cannot be adjusted during the subsequent iterations. Similarly, we can also employ a scale-expand algorithm by changing line [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 
16: end if
In the scale-expand algorithm, we set a relatively small startup scale of the codebook and then, gradually expand it during the iterations. Because the scale-expand algorithm starts with small codebook, it reduces the time cost at the beginning of iterations but can't resolve the second flaw of the shrink-scale algorithm. Therefore, we propose the shrink-expand algorithm to solve both the flaws in algorithm 1.
We replace line 4-16 in algorithm 1 with algorithm 2 and apply the whole experiments again, the parameters setup of the Shrink-expand algorithm is shown in Table 6 . Fig. 16 (a) shows that the revised startup and shrink-expand algorithm have the similar prediction accuracy with the shrink-scale algorithm. Fig. 16 (b) shows that both the improvements of algorithm 1 reduce the time consumption significantly especially on larger source domains X 400×400 src and X 300×300 src ( reduce 33.6% to 35 % time cost on X 300×300 src , 28.1% to 30.1% on X 400×400 src ).
C. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we first exploit and investigate the impact of the codebook scale on transfer learning and then, demonstrate the flaws of the existing fixed scale codebook transfer learning methods. Next, to be specific, we propose the shrink-scale algorithm to implement the ACTL model and adaptively discover the appropriate scale of the codebook based on the features and size of the source domain for cross-domain recommendation. The experiment results show that ACTL clearly and solidly outperform the widely used 10 × 10 and 20 × 20 codebook scale on all different source domains configurations. After that, we improve the shrinkscale algorithm with additional two methods: the revised startup scale and the shrink-expand algorithm. The succeeding experiments demonstrate that these two improvements show similar prediction accuracy but significantly reduce the time expenditure.
